Nurse hours for hybrid system (133% of electronic system; 100-150%)
Seasonal nurse hours (15% of H1N1 nurse hours; 5-20%)
Clerk hours for hybrid system (equal to electronic system; 75-125%)
Nurse wage ($46/hour; $32-50)
Laptop price ($1,144; $747-1,540)
Data entry hours (62 seconds/record; 30-90 seconds/record)
Data sorting hours (71 forms/hour; 50 - 100/hour)
Seasonal misc. equipment costs (33% of H1N1 costs; 20-50%)
Printer price ($874; $236-1,511)
Data entry wage ($23.75/hour; $22-25.50)
Printing costs for hybrid system (200% of electronic system; 100-300%)
Server price ($1,300; $1,052-1,549)
Seasonal vaccine coverage rate (2.5%; 1-10%)
Misc. costs for hybrid system (10% of electronic system; 5-20%)
Router price ($173; $76-269)